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- Note: Files contain largely faculty publications, but some files also contain photographs (or some, only photographs) as well as newspaper articles and other biographical materials.

- Additionally, some files are non-faculty in nature, since as: buildings on campus, notable alumni, or politicians. They are kept here for convenience’s sake.

- This collection of the IU South Bend faculty’s work are the articles and audiovisual materials (DVDs, CDs) that are filed in hanging files in the IU South Bend Archives. These are additional to the books that are Faculty Publications – also held in the Archives. The books are cataloged and searchable via the Library’s catalog, IUCAT.

- Note on Abbreviation: S.P.E.A. stands for:
  School of Public and Environmental Affairs
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1. Faculty Publications Historical File: Memos to Faculty, 1976-1993 and Faculty Publications: Miscellaneous Lists, 1970’s and 1980’s.

3. Faculty Publication Files 1960’s: Miscellaneous Memos and Master List of Faculty Publications of 1950’s to the 1980’s.
4. Faculty Publications, 1996.
5. Faculty Publications, 1997.
9. Adaikkalavan, Raman: Computer Science
10. Adamopoulos, James: Psychology
12. Agbetsiafa, Pat: Business and Economics
13. Aghimien, Peter A.: Business and Economics
15. Aho, William A.: Education
17. Albee, George
19. Allen, Richard: Mathematics
20. Alvis, Dean L.: Mathematics
21. Ananth, Mahesh: Philosophy
22. Anderson, Gretchan: Chemistry
23. Anderson, Tracey: Business and Economics
25. Armory
26. Barnard, William: Staff Affairs
27. Barrau, Oscar: World Language Studies
29. Barton, David K.: Arts
30. Basolo-Kunzer, Mary: Nursing
31. Baur, Gregory: Educations
32. Beardsley-Yates, Christa Maria: Foreign Language
33. Beem, R. Paul: Mathematics
34. Bender, Dr. Eileen T.: English
35. Bennion, Elizabeth A.: Political Science
36. Beroesky, Kathryn: Division of Arts
37. Black, Grant C.: Economics
38. Blodgett, James: English
39. Blodgett, Linda: Business and Economics
40. Blouin, David: Sociology
41. Bolden, Ruth:
42. Bonn, Frank: Political Science
43. Bontrager, Sydney: Education
44. Borshuk, Catherine: Psychology
45. Botkin, Nancy: English
46. Brady, Sarah:
47. Bramer, George R.: English
48. Brandewine, Ernest: Sociology
49. Brittenham, Rebecca: English
50. Brogan, T.V.F: English
51. Brown, Anne: Mathematical Sciences
52. Bryant, De: Psychology
53. Bryant, Jill: Education
54. Bushnell, Peter: Biology
55. Cain, MaryAnn: English
56. Calvin, Richard: Education
57. Candler, George: S.P.E.A.
58. Carder, Lois: Arts
59. Carrington, Michael: S.P.E.A.
60. Cassidy, John A.: English
61. Caul, Jacqueline L: Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
62. Chan, James C.: Education
63. Chaney, Joseph R.: English
64. Chang, Choi: Mathematics
65. Chang, Kiyoun: Business and Economics
66. Chang, Ni: Education
67. Chari, Dr. Murali: Business and Economics
68. Chen, Linda: Political Science
69. Chen, Shanqin: Mathematical Sciences
70. Cheng, Kirby (Xiaoqiang): Library
71. Cheng, Yi: Mathematics and Computer Science
72. Chestnut, Glen: History
73. Chowattukunnel, Joseph: Biology
74. Clark, Karen: Education
75. Clark, Thomas M.: Biology
76. Clipper, Lawrence J.: English
77. Coats, Dan: Indiana Senator
78. Cochrane, Kay: Alumni Association
79. Cohen, Daniel: Chancellor (Deceased)
80. Colborn, Nancy: Library
81. Collins, Louise: Philosophy
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82. Collins, Walton R.: University Relations
83. Conley, James: Political Science
84. Cordell, Roseanne M.: Library
85. Cress, Susan: Education
86. Crittendon, Jan:
87. Cubelic-Miller, Smeljka: English
88. David, H. Lane: Business and Economics
89. Danielson, Nicholas: Arts
90. Darnel, Michael: Mathematics
91. Davidson, J. Kenneth: Sociology
92. Davies, Randall S.: Education
93. Davisson, Deloris J.: Fine Arts
94. Day, Malcolm: English
95. De La Torre, Roger: Foreign Language
96. Delong, Rhonda: S.P.E.A.
97. Demaree, Robert W.: Music
98. Divins, Barbara: Education
99. Dimitrakopoulos, Mary Anna C.: Liberal Arts and Science
100. Dobrzykowski, Teresa: Nursing
101. Doyle, Marie H.: Education
102. Domina, Meryl: Education
103. Dorne, Clifford K.: S.P.E.A.
104. Downey, Michael: English
105. Douglas, David: Dental Education
106. Drew, Homer: Athletics
107. Droge, Anthony: Fine Arts
108. Dudly, Gerald: Education
109. Duff, Douglas: Biology
110. Duleh, Steve N.: Biology
111. Duncan, Nancy: Dean of Faculties Office
112. DuVall, Charles R.: Education (Folder 1 of 4)
113. Duvall, Charles R.: Education (Folder 2 of 4)
114. Duvall, Charles R.: Education (Folder 3 of 4)
115. Duvall, Charles R.: Education (Folder 4 of 4)
116. Echelberger, Wayne E.: Public and Environmental Affairs
117. Egerton, Kate: English
118. Ehrlich, Thomas: Indiana University President 1987-1994
119. Eli, Michelle: Director of Education
120. Elliot, Julie: Library
121. Elmendorf, Anthony D.: Mathematics
122. Elmer, Glaister: Sociology
123. Espahbodi, Reza (Linda): Business and Economics
124. Esselstrom, Michael J.: Music
125. Evans, Anthony: Sociology
126. Fall, Lynn: Student Affairs
127. Farrow, Jonelle: Psychology
128. Febres, Eleodoro: Foreign Languages
129. Feighery, William G.: Chemistry
130. Fisher, Linda: Library
131. Fisher, Linford: History
132. Fitzpatrick, Benjamin: History
133. Fox, Mark A.: Business and Economics
134. Frascella, William: Mathematics
135. Fraser, Thomas G.: History
136. Frankforter, Steven A.: Business and Economics
137. Franz, Timothy: Psychology
138. Finney, Gail: Gender Studies
139. Finch, Pamela: Liberal Arts
140. Fleck, Leonard: S.P.E.A.
141. Fred, J. David: Business and Economics
142. Freier, Susan: Arts and Music
143. Frick, Jim: South Bend City Council Member
144. Fried, Carrie B.: Psychology
145. Fritschner, Linda: Sociology
146. Froysland, Hayley: History
147. Furlong, Patrick: History (Folder 1 of 2)
148. Furlong, Patrick: History (Folder 2 of 2)
149. Fujita, Frank: Psychology
150. Gao, Dengfeng: Computer and Information Sciences
151. Garber, Lawerence: Chemistry
152. Garret, Roland: Arts and Dean of Faculty
153. Gearhart, Fritz: Arts and Music
154. George, Chad: Computer Science
155. Gerencser, Steven: Political Science
156. Gering, William: Communication Arts
157. Gift, Allen: Chemistry
158. Gindale, Karen: English
159. Gorevic, Roland: Arts and Music
160. Gottwald, Judith: Library
161. Gottwald, Richard: Psychology
162. Graf, M.A.: Nursing
163. Grant, Otis: Sociology and Anthropology
164. Gray, Jane: Sociology
165. Graf, Judith: General Studies
166. Grens, Ann: Biology
167. Grice, Garry: Arts and Music
168. Griffin, Johnnie: Sociology and Anthropology
169. Griffith, Donald: Sociology and Anthropology (Folder 1 of 2)
170. Griffith, Donald: Sociology and Anthropology (Folder 2 of 2)
171. Grove, Mark: Registrar
172. Grove, Mary: University Relations
173. Guan, Junwei: Business and Economics
174. Guan, Zhong: Mathematical Sciences
175. Guerriero, Sam J.: Education
176. Hahkimzadeh, Hossein: Mathematics and Computer Sciences
177. Haines, James R.: Psychology
178. Hale, Laurie: Education
179. Hall, Leda Mcintyre: Business and Economics
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180. Hamburg, Roger P.: Political Science (Folder 1 of 3)
181. Hamburg, Roger P.: Political Science (Folder 2 of 3)
182. Hamburg, Roger P.: Political Science (Folder 3 of 3)
183. Hamilton, Robert: Arts and Music
184. Hancock, Barry: Public and Environmental Affairs
185. Harlow, Harold: Business and Economics
186. Harriman, Gerald: Business and Economics and Dean of Faculty
187. Harrington, Charles: English
188. Harris, Fred: Former Senator
189. Heck, Dennis: Business and Economics (IUSB Alumni)
190. Heck, Marsha: Education
191. Hemley, Elaine: English
192. Henry, Patricia: Nursing
193. Hernando, Julio: World Language Studies (Spanish)
194. Herr, J. Paul: Geography
195. Herschede, Fred: Business and Economics
196. Herzburg, Audrey K.: Accounting
197. Hibbs, Thomas: History
198. Hinnefeld, Jerry: Physics and Astronomy
199. Hinnefeld, Jerry: Physics and Astronomy
200. Hoffman, Miles: S.P.E.A.
201. Hodd, Susan: Fine Arts
203. Holms, Daniel: Education
204. Horvath, Philip: S.P.E.A.
205. Hostetler, Craig: Communication Arts
206. Hubbard, Richard W.: Psychology
207. Huitink, Geraldine: Chemistry
208. Humenik, Keith: Mathematics
209. Hurst, James: Director of the Counseling Center
210. Husted, Grace: Sociology
211. Isaacson, Randy: Education
212. James, Leonard: Education
213. Jones, Sharon: Nursing
214. Joray, Paul: Business and Economics
215. Jaynes, Jane: Communication Arts
216. Kahn, Fred: IUSB Distinguished Alumni (Business)
217. Kahan, Lee F.: English
218. Kamarei, Hossein: Business and Economics
219. Karakatsanis, Neovi: Political Science
220. Karl, Katherine: S.P.E.A.
221. Kaufman, Gloria: English and Women’s Studies (Folder 1 of 2)
222. Kaufman, Gloria: English and Women’s Studies (Folder 2 of 2)
223. Keith, Barbara: Nursing
224. Keen, Mike F.: Sociology
225. Kern, Beth A.: Business and Economics
226. Kern, Gary: Business and Economics
227. Kim, Se-Kwon: Business and Economics
228. Kimmel, Eric A.: English
229. Kinyon, Michael K.: Mathematical and Computer Sciences
230. Klein, Jennifer A.: Dental Hygiene
231. Knauss, Keith: Labor Studies
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232. Knowles, Brenda: Business and Economics
233. Khudson, Thelma: Communication Arts
234. Koep, Jeffery P.: Communication Arts
235. Kochanowski, Paul: Business and Economics
236. Koh, Myung-Sook: Education
238. Kolaczyk, Edward: Business and Economics
239. Kominkiewicz, Frances: Social Work
240. Konzelmann, Suzanne: Business and Economics
241. Kube-McDowell, Michael: (IUSB Distinguished Alumni)
242. Krepel, Wayne: Education (Folder 1 of 2)
243. Krepel, Wayne: Education (Folder 2 of 2)
244. Kubinski-Regan, Mary Jo: Nursing
245. Kunzer, Mary C.: Nursing
246. Kurtz, Eric: Arts and Music
247. Kwong, Vincci: Library
248. Ladd, Kevin: Psychology
249. Lambert, Larry: Communication Arts
250. Lamon, Lester C.: History
251. Langland, Harold: Fine Arts
252. Large, Alfred P.: Instructional Media
253. Larkin, Alan: Fine Arts
254. Larsen, Valerie: Education
255. Laudeman, Kent: Counseling and Development Services
256. Lee, Monle: Business and Economics
257. Lee, Monle: Business and Economics
258. Legault, Linda: Business and Economics
260. Levine, Ilan: Physics and Astronomy
261. Lewandowski, Judith: Education
262. Lewis, Helen: English
263. Lewis, John: Political Science
264. Li, Ying: Finance
265. Lidinsky, April: Women’s Studies
266. Linton, Jeremy: Education
267. Lodyga, Patricia:
268. Long, John: Psychology
269. Lowell, Jane: Nursing
270. Lucal, Betsy: Sociology
271. Lutz, Susan A.: Business and Economic
272. Lynker, Monika: Physics and Astronomy
273. Madden, James: Mathematics
274. Maher, Ellen: Sociology and Library
275. Markarian, Shant: Dental Education
276. Mainstone, Larry E.: Business and Economics
277. Makielski, Marta: Nursing
278. Mann, Betty:
279. Marcus, Phillip: Business and Economics
280. Marmorino, M.G.: Chemistry
281. Marr, Deborah L.: Biology
282. Marshalek, Sonja: Library
283. Martellaro, Joseph: Business and Economics
284. Marti, Donald: History
286. Mathison, David L.: Business and Economics
287. Mawhinney, Thomas V.: Psychology
288. Mc Cuddy, Michael: Business and Economics
289. Mc Donel, James: Biology
290. Mc Eneaney, John: Education
291. Mc Fadden, James: Chemistry
292. McIntosh, John: Psychology and IUSB Administration
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293. McIntosh, John: Psychology
294. McLaughlin, Kathryn M.: Business and Economics
295. McLister, James: Biological Sciences
296. Mc Guire, Gail: Sociology
297. Mc Neal-Dolan, Patricia: Women Studies
298. Mecklenburg, Kirk L.: Biological Sciences
299. Mehra, Romesh: Biology
300. Mehran, Jamshid: Business and Economics (Folder 1 of 2)
301. Mehran, Jamshid: Business and Economics (Folder 2 of 2)
302. Mendez, Marra: Business and Economics
303. Mettetal, Gwynn: Education
304. Miller, David:
305. Miller, Thomas C.: Communication Arts
306. Mishler, Paul: Labor Studies
307. Mooneyhan, Esther L.: Nursing
308. Moore, Susan: Visual Arts
309. Morgan, Ardys: Education
310. Morgan, Bridget: World Language Studies
311. Mullin, Valerie: Dental Assisting
312. Mullins, James L: Library

313. Murphy, Chris: 1st Source Bank President (1991 Photographs)

314. Muralidharan, Raman: Business and Economics

315. Muniz, Jorge: Music

316. Myers, Margarete: History

317. Myers, Patricia:

318. Nader, Helen: History

319. Naffziger, Fred: Business and Economics

320. Nair, T. Murlidharan: Biology

321. Noriega, Julio: World Language Studies (Spanish)

322. Nash, Marilyn: Education

323. Nashel, Jonathan: History

324. Nasta, Manahar: Business and Economics

325. Naylor, Andrew: Philosophy

326. Nazaroff, George: Liberal Arts

327. New, Zoe: Nursing

328. Newcomb, Paul: School of Social Work


330. Nilson, Micheline: Art History

331. Norton, Steven D.: Business and Economics

332. O’Connor, Isabel: History

333. Okrah, Kwadwo: Education

334. Oliphint, Bernadine: Music
335. Olson, Daniel: Sociology and Anthropology

336. Opasik, Scott: Library

337. Opperman, Leonard: S.P.E.A.

338. Owings, John R: Music

339. Parker, David: Political Science

340. Parker, Kelcey C.: English

341. Parvin, Ruthanne: Psychology

342. Pathak, Bhavik K.: Business and Economics

343. Pattillo, James W.: Business and Economics

344. Peck, John: Business and Economics

345. Penikis, John J.: Political Science

346. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 1 of 16)

347. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 2 of 16)

348. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 3 of 16)

349. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 4 of 16)

350. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 5 of 16)

351. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 6 of 16)

352. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 7 of 16)
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353. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 8 of 16)

354. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 9 of 16)
355. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 10 of 16)
356. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 11 of 16)
357. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 12 of 16)
358. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 13 of 16)
359. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 14 of 16)
360. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 15 of 16)
361. Pepperdine, Warren: Fine Arts (Folder 16 of 16)

362. Perusich, Karl: Purdue University’s Program Coordinator, Statewide Technology Program (Purdue University, IU South Bend campus)

363. Petersen, Naomi J.: Education
364. Peterson, J. Vincent: Education
365. Pettengill, Marian: Nursing

366. Peyser, Joseph L.: World Language Studies (French) (Folder 1 of 2)
367. Peyser, Joseph L.: World Language Studies (French) (Folder 2 of 2)

368. Phelps, Katherine L: Business and Economics

370. Pike, Loy: Biology
371. Piowaty, James: Physics

372. Piser, Sarah A.: Computer Science

374. Pomeroy, Jane: Assistant Director, Extending Learning Services
375. Pope, Robert: Biology
376. Popescu, Gabriel: Political Science
377. Poole, Catherine: Fine Arts
378. Potter, Deborah: Nursing
379. Ramis, Gabriela: World Language Studies (Spanish)
380. Rasmusen, Karen: Political Science
381. Riemenschneider, Victor: Biology
382. Ringen, Jon: Philosophy
383. Redwine, Judith A.: Education
384. Risler, Walt: S.P.E.A/Sociology
385. Ritchie, Kathy: Psychology
386. Rios, Christina: Education
387. Robbins, J. Wesley: Philosophy
388. Robinson, Gabrielle: English
389. Robinson, Jane: Education
390. Rodriguez, P. Dennis: Psychology
391. Roemer, Tim: U.S. Congress, Representative from Indiana
392. Root, Robert: English
393. Rosenberg, Thomas: Music
394. Rosenberger, James: Education
395. Ross, Joseph H.: Chemistry
396. Ross, Thomas: Business and Economics
397. Roth, Elaine: English
398. Rotman, David L.: Business and Economics
399. Royer, Ariela B.: Sociology
400. Royer, Mark: Chemistry
401. Rudy, Dennis: Education
402. Rutt, Eldon: Education
403. Ruhl-Smith, Connie: Education
404. Rus, Vasile: Computer and Information Sciences
405. Rusnock, Andrea: Art History
406. Russo, John: Mathematics
407. Russo-Cash, Michele: Library
408. Ryan, James H.: Education
409. Ryan James F.X.: English
410. Ryan, J. Patrick: Mathematics
411. Ryan, Terrance: Business and Economics
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412. Sabbaghi, Asghar: Business and Economics (Folder 1 of 2)
413. Sabbaghi, Asghar: Business and Economics (Folder 2 of 2)
414. Sage, Sara M.: Education
415. Saksona, Pankaj: Business and Economics
416. Sanjeev, Tak:
417. Santean, Nicolae: Computer Sciences
418. Savage, Earl: Biology
419. Scanlon, Margaret: English
420. Scarry, Kathleen: Nursing
421. Scarborough, Elizabeth: Liberal Arts
422. Scarborough, Ernie: Music
423. Scheessele, Michael R.: Computer and Information Sciences
424. Scherer, Paul: History
425. Schimmrigk, Rolf: Physics and Astronomy
426. Schnabel, Andrew: Biology
427. Schnur, Paul: Psychology
428. Schrag, Mary: Residential Services and Programs
429. Schreiber, Roy: History
430. Schuck, Brian: Library
431. Schwanke, Beulah: Registrar
432. Schult, C.A.: Psychology
433. Schwartz, Bill: Business and Economics
434. Schwartz, Ruth: Computer and Information Sciences
435. Scott, Henry: Physics and Astronomy
436. Sernau, Scott: International Programs and Sociology and Anthropology
437. Sevier, John: Sociology and Chancellors office
438. Shafii-Mousavi, Morteza: Mathematics
439. Shapiro, Sheldon: History
440. Shaver, Paul: Communications
441. Shaver, Linda Dixon: Communications
442. Shrader, Warren (JR): Philosophy
443. Sheperd, Terry: Education
444. Sheridan, Marcia: Education (Folder 1 of 2)
445. Sheridan, Marcia: Education (Folder 2 of 2)
446. Sherwood, Frances: English
447. Shields, William: (Nursing - William and Kathryn Shields Endowed Chair)
448. Shillingsburg, Miriam: English
449. Shlapentokh, Dmitry: History (Folder 1 of 4)
450. Shlapentokh, Dmitry: History (Folder 2 of 4)
451. Shlapentokh, Dmitry: History (Folder 3 of 4)
452. Shlapentokh, Dmitry: History (Folder 4 of 4)
453. Shockey, R. Mathew: Philosophy
454. Shore, Steven: Physics and Astronomy (Folder 1 of 2)
455. Shore, Steven: Physics and Astronomy (Folder 2 of 2)
456. Singh, Douglas: Business and Economics
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457. Skarbek, Denise: Education
458. Smant, Kevin: History
459. Smith, Keith: Business and Economics
460. Smith, Kenneth: English
461. Smith, James: Education
462. Smith, Martha A.: Library
463. Smith, R. Lee: Education
464. Smith, Suzanne: Business and Economics
465. Snyder, Donald: Physics
466. Song, Yu: Mathematics
467. Specht, Edward J.: Mathematics
468. Spitzer, Bruce: Education
469. Sprague, Constance: Education
470. Stankrauff, Alison: Library-Archives
471. Steggert, Frank X.: S.P.E.A.
472. Styles, Margretta: Nursing
473. Sudermann, Jacob: World Language Studies (German)
474. Surma, David: Computer and Information Sciences (Folder 1 of 2)
475. Surma, David: Computer and Information Sciences (Folder 2 of 2)
476. Sutton, Cythis: Business and Economics
477. Swanda, James: Business and Economics
478. Tawadros, Milad: Business and Economics
479. Taylor-Dunlop, Koryanne: Education
480. Teneberg, Josh D.: Mathematical and Computer Sciences
481. Tetzlaff, Monica: History
482. Thomas, Susan: Library
483. Thorson, Thomas: Political Science
484. Toradze, Alexander: Music
485. Torstrick, Rebecca: Anthropology and Sociology
486. Toth, John W.: Communications
487. Trottier, Tracey: Political Science
488. Truex, Mary L.: Biological Sciences
489. Tull, Charles: History
490. Urbach, Floyd: Education
491. Vaidyanathan, Ganesh: Business and Economics
492. VanderVeen, James: Anthropology
493. Vander Ven, Thomas: English
494. Vander Ven, Thomas: English
495. Verges, Michelle: Psychology
496. Vitaglione, Daniel: World Language Studies
497. Vollrath, David: Business and Economics
498. Vrajitoru, Dana: Computer and Information Sciences
499. Wade, Wyn Craig: Academic Resource Center
500. Walker, Doris McEwen: Education
501. Walker, Gordon: Business and Economics
503. Walters, Steve: Radiography Program
504. Waltz, Loren G: Business and Economics
505. Washburn, Michael: Philosophy
506. Washington, Patricia: Director of Social Work
507. White, Karen: Student Services
508. Whitesell, Phyllis Moore: Education
509. Williams, Lynn: Mathematics
510. Wing, George: Business and Economics
511. Winicur, Sandra: Biology
512. Withey, John: Business and Economics
513. Wolfer, James: Informatics
514. Wong, Kieh: Mathematics
515. Wootton, Nancy: Library
516. Wolfson, Lester: Chancellor
517. Wrenn, Bruce: Marketing
518. Wu, Dazhong: Business and Economics
519. Xu, Qiang: Criminal Justice
520. Yoder, Emily: English
521. Yokom, Nancy: Dental
522. Young, Linda: Education
523. Yu, Liguo: Informatics
524. Yutzy, James: Education
525. Zhang, Liqiang: Informatics
526. Zhuang, Hong: Business and Economics
527. Zimmerman, W. Bruce: Physics and Astronomy
528. Zisla, Harold: Fine Arts
529. Zivich, Matthew: Fine Arts
530. Zoeller, Linda: Nursing
531. Zwicker, Lisa: History
532. Zynda, Lyle: Philosophy